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Abstract 
Digitalization triggers a shift in the compositions of skills and knowledge needed for 
students in their future work life. Hence, higher order thinking skills are becoming more 
important to solve future challenges. One subclass of these skills, which contributes 
significantly to communication, collaboration and problem-solving, is the skill of how to 
argue in a structured, reflective and well-formed way. However, educational 
organizations face difficulties in providing the boundary conditions necessary to develop 
this skill, due to increasing student numbers paired with financial constraints. In this 
short paper, we present the first steps of our design science research project on how to 
design an adaptive IT-tool that helps students develop their argumentation skill through 
formative feedback in large-scale lectures. Based on scientific learning theory and user 
interviews, we propose preliminary requirements and design principles for an adaptive 
argumentation learning tool. Furthermore, we present a first instantiation of those 
principles. 

Keywords: IT learning tool, argumentation learning, formative feedback, design  
science research 

Introduction 
Nowadays, information is readily available so people need to develop skills other than reproduction of 
information. This manifests in a shift of job profiles towards interdisciplinary, ambiguous and creative tasks 
(vom Brocke et al. 2018). Therefore, educational institutions need to evolve in their curricula, especially 
regarding the compositions of skills and knowledge conveyed. Especially teaching higher order thinking 
skills to students, such as critical thinking, collaboration or problem-solving, have become more important 
(Fadel et al. 2015). This has already been recognized by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD), which included these skills as a major element of their Learning Framework 2030 
(OECD 2018). One subclass represents the skill of arguing in a structured, reflective and well-formed way 
(Toulmin 1984). Argumentation is not only an essential part of our daily communication and thinking but 
also contributes significantly to the competencies of communication, collaboration and problem-solving 
(Kuhn 1992). Starting with studies from Aristoteles, the ability to form convincing arguments is recognized 
as the foundation for persuading an audience of novel ideas and plays a major role in strategic decision-
making and analyzing different standpoints especially in regard to managing digitally enabled 
organizations.  

To develop skills such as argumentation, it is of great importance for the individual student to receive 
continuous feedback throughout their learning journey, also called formative feedback (Black and Wiliam 
2009; Hattie and Timperley 2007). However, educational organizations such as universities face the 
challenge of providing such learning conditions due to increasing numbers of students paired with financial 
resource constraints and thus more commonly large-scale lectures. The numbers provided by the OECD 
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mirror this development. According to these figures, the number of students at universities increased, for 
example, by 15 percentage points in the US and by 29 in Germany, while public spending for education 
decreased by 7 percentage points in the US and 1 in Germany between 2005 and 2014 (OECD 2016). 
Keeping these organizational and economic boundaries in mind, the effective use of IT seems to be a 
promising approach to improve the teaching of argumentation skills in large-scale scenarios individually, 
for example, through intelligent tutoring systems (ITS). A solution might be the usage of an adaptive 
technology-based application in a student’s learning journey. Researchers, especially from the fields of 
educational technology, have designed tools to support the active teaching of argumentation for students 
with input masks or representational guidelines to enhance students’ learning of argumentation (e.g., De 
Groot et al. 2007; Osborne et al. 2016; Pinkwart et al. 2009). However, current literature falls short of 
providing an approach with principles and proof on how to design an adaptive and intelligent IT-tool to 
help students learn how to argue with intelligent formative feedback. Therefore, we aim to contribute to the 
field of argumentation learning by answering the following research question:  
RQ: What are the design principles for an IT-tool that helps students improve their argumentation skill 
in large-scale lectures? 
To answer the stated research question, we follow the design science research approach (DSR) by Hevner 
2007. As stated above, there is a lack of design knowledge for IT-tools to convey argumentation skills. The 
DSR approach is particularly suited to address such research gaps. We intend to iteratively design and 
evaluate a simple IT-learning artifact on the baseline of existing theory (cognitive dissonance based on 
Festinger 1962) informing the artifact design (Hevner et al. 2004). We believe cognitive dissonance theory 
could explain why formative feedback on a student’s argumentation will motivate the student to learn how 
to argue. To the best of our knowledge, there is no study that rigorously derives requirements from both 
scientific literature and potential users to develop an adaptive IT learning tool for helping students learn 
how to argue based on this theory. With adaptive learning tool, we implicate a tool which provides 
individual and real-time feedback to students on a given text. In this short paper, we aim to present the 
preliminary results of our first four steps. In the following, we will first introduce the reader to the necessary 
theoretical background. Afterwards, we present our methodological approach for developing the artefact 
following the three cycle-view of Hevner 2007. Finally, our preliminary results of the first four steps are 
presented, followed by an outline of the subsequent steps and the expected implications once our research 
is completed. 

Theoretical Background 

Argumentation Learning 

Argumentation is an omnipresent foundation of our daily communication and thinking. In general, it aims 
at increasing or decreasing the acceptability of a controversial standpoint (Eemeren et al. 1996). Logical, 
structured arguments are a required precondition for persuasive conversations, general decision-making 
and drawing acknowledged conclusions. In the context of digitalization, the ability to argue becomes 
increasingly important for successful collaboration in almost every job, since job profiles are shifting 
towards interdisciplinary, ambiguous and creative tasks (vom Brocke et al. 2018). This has been recognized 
by the OECD, which named these meta cognition skills a major part of their Learning Framework 2030 
(OECD 2018). Not only in industry but also in research, studies show that argumentation is central to 
scientific thinking (Duschl and Osborne 2002; Kuhn 1993). As von Aufschnaiter et al., 2008 describes, 
scientists engage in argumentation to articulate, refine and discuss their scientific statements and the ones 
of others. As Kuhn (1992) states, the skill to argue is of great significance not only for professional purposes 
like communication, collaboration and for solving difficult problems but also for most of our daily life: “It 
is in argument that we are likely to find the most significant way in which higher order thinking and 
reasoning figure in the lives of most people. Thinking as argument is implicated in all of the beliefs people 
hold, the judgments they make, and the conclusions they come to; it arises every time a significant decision 
must be made. Hence, argumentative thinking lies at the heart of what we should be concerned about in 
examining how, and how well, people think’’ (Kuhn 1992, pp. 156–157).  

However, teaching argumentation is limited. Jonassen and Kim, 2010 identified three major causes for 
that: “teachers lack the pedagogical skills to foster argumentation in the classroom, so there exists a lack 
of opportunities to practice argumentation; external pressures to cover material leaving no time for skill 
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development; and deficient prior knowledge on the part of learners”. Therefore, many authors have 
claimed that fostering argumentation skills should be assigned a more central role in our formal educational 
system (Driver et al. 2000; Kuhn 2005). Most students learn to argue in the course of their studies simply 
through interactions with their classmates or teachers. In fact, individual support of argumentation 
learning is missing in most learning scenarios. However, to train skills such as argumentation, it is of great 
importance for the individual student to receive continuous feedback, also called formative feedback, 
throughout their learning journey, (Hattie and Timperley 2007). According to Sadler 1989, the outcome of 
feedback is a specific information relating to the task or process of learning that fills a gap between what is 
understood and what is aimed to be understood. Even in fields where argumentation is part of the 
curriculum, such as law and logic, a teacher’s ability to provide feedback is naturally limited by constraints 
on time and availability (Scheuer 2015). Especially in more common large-scale lectures, the ability to 
support a student’s argumentation skills individually is hindered, since for teachers and professors, it is 
becoming increasingly difficult to provide ongoing and individual feedback to a single student.  

Technology-Based Learning Systems for Argumentation 

The application of information technology in education bears several advantages, that is, consistency, 
scalability, perceived fairness, widespread use, better availability compared to human teachers, etc., and 
thus IT-based argumentation systems can help to relieve some of the burden on teachers to teach 
argumentation by supporting learners in creating, editing, interpreting or reviewing arguments (Scheuer et 
al. 2010). Koschmann, 1996 distinguished between four main paradigms in the field of educational 
technology. Each paradigm holds specific assumptions about learning and teaching and utilizes specific 
technological and research approaches. They distinguished between computer-assisted instruction (CAI), 
intelligent tutoring systems (ITS), Logo-as-Latin, and computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) 
(Koschmann 1996). The two paradigms CSCL and ITS are of special relevance for argumentation learning 
(Scheuer 2015), since argumentative discussions and debates have been identified as a key for collaborative 
learning settings. Therefore, argumentation emerged as a focus area in CSCL. ITS is more centered around 
analyzing, modeling, and supporting IT-based learning activities in specific domains. A relatively new 
research area is the combination of both CSCL and ITS to support collaboration and argumentation in an 
adaptive and individual way (Fischer et al. 2013). Researchers have designed and evaluated several tools 
based on input masks and representational guidelines to support the active writing process of high school 
students. This has been investigated across a variety of fields, including law (Pinkwart et al. 2009), science 
(Osborne et al. 2016; Suthers and Hundhausen 2001) and conversational argumentation (De Groot et al. 
2007).  
The design and implementation of ITS and CSCL is, however, a complex endeavor that must rely on 
expertise from the fields of computer science (i.e., development of the algorithms), human-computer 
interaction (i.e., design of the interface) and pedagogics (i.e., integration into the learning process). 
Adaptive support approaches for argumentation learning (e.g., Pinkwart et al., 2009; Stab and Gurevych, 
2014, 2017; Huang et al., 2016) describe a rather new field of argumentation learning supported by IT-
based systems. The aim is to provide pedagogical feedback on a learner’s action and solutions, hints and 
recommendations to encourage and guide future activities in the writing processes or automated evaluation 
to indicate whether an argument is syntactically and semantically correct. However, the combination of text 
mining, intelligent tutoring systems and pedagogically evaluated formative feedback in a student’s learner 
journey is merely investigated due to high complexity. As Scheuer 2015 identifies, “rigorous empirical 
research with respect to adaptation strategies is almost absent; a broad and solid theoretical 
underpinning, or theory of adaptation for collaborative and argumentative learning is still lacking”. 
Therefore, we aim to address this research gap and rigorously design an argumentation learning tool based 
on educational theory by the application of recent developments in natural language processing and 
machine learning, in which argumentation mining has been a proven approach to identify and analyze 
argumentative structures of a given text in real-time (Lippi and Torroni 2015). Argumentation Mining is 
about the identification and classification of argumentation. The potential of AM has been investigated in 
different research domains, however, not leverage for individual feedback in a student’s learning progress 
(Lippi and Torroni 2015).  
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Cognitive Dissonance as a Kernel Theory 

We built our research endeavor on cognitive dissonance theory. We believe that this theory supports our 
underlying hypothesis that individual and personal feedback on a student’s argumentation motivates the 
student to improve her skill level. Cognitive dissonance refers to the uncomfortable feeling that occurs when 
there is a conflict between one’s existing knowledge or beliefs and contradicting presented information 
(Festinger 1962). This unsatisfying internal state results in a high motivation to solve this inconsistency. 
According to Festinger’s theory, an individual experiencing this dissonance has three possible ways to 
resolve it: change the behavior, change the belief or rationalize the behavior. Especially for students in a 
learning process, dissonance is a highly motivating factor to gain and acquire knowledge to actively resolve 
the dissonance (Elliot and Devine 1994). It can be an initial trigger for a student’s learning process and thus 
the construing of new knowledge structures (Piaget et al. 1986). However, the right portion of cognitive 
dissonance is very important for the motivation to solve it. According to Festinger, individuals might not be 
motivated enough to resolve it if the dissonance is too obvious, whereas a high level of dissonance might 
lead to frustration. Therefore, we believe that the right level of feedback on a student skill, such as 
argumentation skills, could lead to cognitive dissonance and thus to motivation to change the behavior, 
belief or knowledge to learn how to argue. 

Research Methodology 
Our study is guided by the DSR approach (Hevner 2007). We decided to follow this approach to use a 
scientific method in order to solve a set of practical problems that researchers and practitioners experience 
in their own practice and to contribute to the existing body of knowledge by designing and evaluating a new 
research artifact. Figure 1 shows the steps that are being carried out. In this research-in-progress paper, we 
report on the preliminary findings of the first four steps (see highlighted circles). Overall, our research 
project aims to contribute to research with a nascent design theory that gives explicit prescriptions for 
designing this class of artifacts (Gregor and Hevner 2013). We followed a theory-driven design approach by 
grounding our research on the theory of cognitive dissonance (Festinger 1962).  

 

Figure 1. Three cycle design science process according to Hevner (2007) 

The first step of the DSR cycle includes the problem formulation. The relevance of the practical problem 
was therefore described in the introduction of this work. In the second step, we derived a set of meta-
requirements (MRs) from the current state of scientific literature for the design of an argumentation 
learning tool. Next, we conducted nine semi-structured interviews with master students, using the expert 
interview method by Gläser and Laudel (2010). Based on the interviews, we gathered user-stories (USs) 
and user requirements (URs) for the design of our argumentation learning tool. In the fourth step, we 
derived preliminary design principles (DPs) addressing the MRs and URs from the prior steps, using the 
structure suggested by Chandra et al. 2015, and designed an initial version as a first instantiation of these 
DPs. In our future research, we aim to evaluate this initial version based on the evaluation framework 
proposed by (Venable et al. 2016). They suggest four evaluation strategies, from which we aim to use the 
human risk and effectiveness strategy, since our research aims to focus on a user-centered artefact that 
needs to prove its utility and benefit in a real-world context (e.g., application in a large-scale lecture). Thus, 
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we will first evaluate our prototype in a formative and artificial setting (i.e., lab experiment) to evaluate if 
all design principles are fulfilled. In this experiment, students will use the developed prototype by writing 
an argumentative text for a computer-based exercise, on which they receive an instant feedback on their 
argumentation. Subsequently, user perceptions will be captured with a questionnaire. Then, we will refine 
our design principles based on the findings from this evaluation before designing a second version, which 
can then be tested in a larger evaluation in a natural setting in a large-scale lecture. We aim to use methods 
from natural language processing and machine learning (e.g., Argumentation Mining) to give instant and 
individual feedback to students. Following the design by Bauman and Tuzhilin 2018, we plan to conduct a 
field experiment with three groups to evaluate the impact of the adaptive feedback (provided by our 
feedback algorithm based on Argumentation Mining) on the development of students’ argumentation 
quality. We will rely on one control group (participants will not receive any feedback) and two treatment 
groups. Participants in treatment group 1 will receive information on how their argumentation quality was 
scored and general feedback on how to improve it, whereas participants in treatment group 2 will receive 
information on how their argumentation quality was scored, as well as individualized feedback based on 
their own performance on how they could improve their argumentation quality. The functionalities 
necessary for the treatments will be implemented into our existing learning system (Rietsche et al. 2018). 
At the end of the study, we want to contribute with a evaluated learning tool which can be used in a learning-
teaching scenario where students fulfill a certain exercise in a lecture (e.g., writing a convincing statements 
on a business model) and additionally receive feedback on their argumentation on the given text. The 
findings from the evaluation will be summarized as a nascent design theory (Gregor and Hevner 2013) for 
IT learning tools to support higher order thinking skills.  

Designing the Artefact 
In this section, we will describe and discuss how we gathered the preliminary requirements and derived the 
preliminary DPs. The problem formulation (step one), described in the introduction, serves as the 
foundation for the derivation of the requirements from literature and users. The main insights are 
illustrated in Figure 2.  

Rigor: Deriving Meta-Requirements from Scientific Literature  

To derive requirements from scientific literature, a systematic literature search was conducted using the 
methodological approaches of Cooper 1988 and vom Brocke et al. 2015. We initially focused our research 
on studies that demonstrate the successful implementation of learning tools for argumentation skills. Two 
broad areas for deriving requirements were identified: Educational technology and learning theories. Since 
the creation of a learning tool for argumentation skills is a complex project that is studied by psychologists, 
pedagogues and computer scientists with different methods, we first concentrated on these literature 
streams. We only included literature that deals with or contributes to a kind of learning tool in the field of 
argumentation learning, such as an established learning theory. On this basis, we selected 67 papers for 
more intensive analysis. We have summarized similar topics of these contributions as literature issues (LIs) 
and formed four clusters from them. Based on these LIs, we derived MRs for the design of the IT-tool. In 
the theory of learner-centered design (LI1), Soloway et al. 1994 named the concept of scaffolds as a central 
component of learning software when the task is to complete constructive activities such as writing 
argumentative texts. Accordingly, the IT-tool should comprise a specific goal, purpose and orientation to 
help learners reflect on what they are learning and give guidance on the context and their tasks (Soloway et 
al. 1994) (MR1). Hattie and Timperley 2007 named feedback as a key ingredient for learning in higher 
education (LI2). Individual formative feedback is essential for the learning of higher order thinking, and 
thus for argumentation skills. Effective Feedback should answer three goals: “Where am I going, how am I 
going, where to go next”; hence, the requirement is defining goals, monitoring progress towards the goals 
and naming activities to reach the goals (MR2). Furthermore, based on cognitive load theory (Sweller 
1994), Mayer and Moreno 2003 defined an e-learning theory with a set of principles on how educational 
technology can be used and designed to promote effective learning. Besides different principles which we 
incorporated in our design of the initial prototype, the learners’ control principle (LI3) is of special 
significance for learning meta cognition skills, since it aims to enable learners to adjust the amount of input 
information needed for their personal learning process (MR3). Moreover, in his cognitive theory of 
multimedia learning, Mayer 2009 named the “multimedia principles” (LI4), which states that “people 
learn more deeply from words and pictures than from words alone” (p.47, Mayer 2009). He assumes that 
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a learner has two separate channels (auditory and visual) for processing information, each channel has 
limited capacity and learning is an active process of filtering information based on prior knowledge. 
Therefore, to guide learners, the IT-tool needs to incorporate both words and images to reduce the load for 
a single processing channel (MR4).  

  

Figure 2. Overview of the derived design principles according to Chandra et al. (2015)  

Relevance: Deriving Requirements from Expert Interviews  

Based on the derived LIs and MRs, we conducted nine semi-structured interviews according to Gläser and 
Laudel (2010). The interview guideline consists of 29 questions and each interview lasted around 40 to 50 
minutes. The interviewees were a random subset of the population of students at our university who are all 
potential users of our argumentation learning tool. The participants were asked about the following topics: 
experience with technology-based learning systems, perception of existing learning systems in use, 
importance of skills in university education, requirements for a system that supports learning meta 
cognition skills (e.g. functionalities, design), requirements for a system that supports learning how to argue 
(e.g. functionalities, design). In order to gain impressions resulting from many years of learning experience, 
only Master students were recruited for the interviews. The interviewed students were between 23 and 28 
years old and all students of economics, six were male, three female. After a more precise transcription, the 
interviews were evaluated using a qualitative content analysis. The interviews were coded, and abstract 
categories were formed. The coding was performed using open coding to form a uniform coding system 
during evaluation (Gläser and Laudel 2010). Based on these results, we gathered user-stories (USs) and 
identified user requirements (URs) following Cohn 2004. A major need of students was to monitor the 
progress of the current and past performance to judge the development towards the favored structure, and 
consequently the learning goal (US1), which we reflected in MR2. All students mentioned that the learning 
tool must be simple, intuitive, fun in the user experience (UX) and easy to set up on any device (US2), 
which we incorporated in UR1. Moreover, all students mentioned that they would like to control the 
granularity of the shown feedback on their argumentation skills (US3). On top of that, a majority clearly 
mentioned that they would like to receive an overview of different feedback categories, for example, formal 
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and discourse structure, strength and weaknesses, and additionally, the possibility to zoom in on those 
categories to gain detailed feedback (UR2). Furthermore, instant individual feedback based on written or 
spoken text is needed (US4). Hence, the learning tool should provide an application field of inserting 
argumentative input and provide instant and individual feedback (UR3). The content and the 
representation of the argumentation feedback was mentioned multiple times in the interviews. Detailed 
feedback on the formal structure and relations of their arguments is needed to derive vulnerability of 
argumentation and thus specific recommendations on how to improve (US5). Subsequently, we derived 
the requirement to provide feedback on formal structures and relations of arguments with specific 
improvement tasks (UR4). Next, 80% of the students claimed a social comparison with peers during their 
argumentation learning process would hinder their learning. In fact, they stated that a comparison with 
theoretical models (e.g., Toulmin 2003) or best-practices on how to improve would be more beneficial in 
their learning process (US6). Thus, best-practices and solutions based on theory comparison should be 
included in the argumentation learning tool (UR5). To use the tool continuously, all students mentioned 
that the value and usefulness of the provided feedback has to be individual and specific (US7). An 
evaluation that is too generic and possible recommendations without individual impact would be a reason 
to not use the tool again (UR6).  

 
 

Figure 3. Argumentation learning tool based on the developed design principles 

As illustrated, we have identified four LIs, seven USs and formulated four preliminary MRs and six 
preliminary URs. Based on those findings, we derived six preliminary DPs for a learning tool for 
argumentation skills as a special class of learning tools for meta cognition skills. The design principles are 
depicted in Figure 2. We believe they are self-explanatory; however, we will discuss them further in our next 
publication. Our DPs were formulated based on the analysis of current issues related to theory of learning 
and teaching higher order thinking skills and needs and requirements of users based on cognitive 
dissonance theory (Festinger 1962). We argue that a learning tool for argumentation skills (and possibly 
also meta cognition skills) that instantiates our DPs should increase the motivation of students to learn how 
to apply the certain skills, for example, learn how to argue, and thus improve the learning outcome. For 
example, an argumentation learning tool that provides instant and individual feedback and gives students 
the flexibility to control their learning input and monitor their learning progress should increase the 
students’ motivation to resolve dissonance and therefore construct new knowledge. To provide an 

Lorem Ipsum

"Neque porro quisquam est qui dolorem ipsum quia dolor sit amet, consectetur, adipisci velit..."

"There is no one who loves pain itself, who seeks after it and wants to have it, simply because it is 
pain..."

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Sed eros magna, tincidunt eget imperdiet 
at, semper non libero. Nulla egestas, tellus vel mattis ultrices, arcu ante accumsan leo, at facilisis 
tellus erat quis lorem. Maecenas et tortor id orci fringilla congue. Proin quis diam nec urna sagittis
fermentum. Nam magna quam, vestibulum nec vehicula at, vulputate porta neque. Mauris nec
faucibus tortor. Sed vel congue dui. Maecenas suscipit mi ac mollis pellentesque. Duis venenatis
pharetra lacus, a vehicula mi luctus ut.

Ut sit amet sollicitudin sapien. Vestibulum pulvinar suscipit purus, et condimentum ante 
ullamcorper a. Vivamus eget sodales felis, eget tincidunt massa. Duis aliquet ipsum id sem 
tincidunt, nec vulputate enim feugiat. Ut efficitur sit amet lectus et dignissim. In sagittis mi id justo
dictum, eu euismod ipsum mollis. Pellentesque habitant morbi tristique senectus et netus et 
malesuada fames ac turpis egestas. Proin at lacus eu augue faucibus hendrerit non ullamcorper 
purus. Nam et mauris condimentum, facilisis velit sit amet, blandit lorem.

Donec eu dictum risus, imperdiet interdum ante. Morbi tincidunt auctor nisl quis efficitur. 
Vestibulum viverra odio vel dignissim viverra. Ut mollis euismod justo, ut bibendum nibh iaculis
nec. Mauris eget porta elit, in placerat lacus. Curabitur sollicitudin, ipsum at auctor tempor, libero 
odio pretium augue, in ultrices felis justo ut sapien. Pellentesque vulputate tellus erat, convallis 
finibus lectus pellentesque eget. Aenean at dictum tortor, nec fringilla diam. Duis bibendum eget
augue eget luctus. Mauris massa leo, efficitur vitae nisl non, dignissim faucibus nisl. In hac
habitasse platea dictumst. Praesent ac efficitur eros. Cras aliquet, lectus at dapibus tempus, enim
lacus imperdiet justo, sed placerat neque mi in magna. Vestibulum vestibulum tempus lectus id 
convallis. Maecenas at quam at turpis euismod facilisis at egestas nisl. Ut scelerisque metus vitae 
mattis molestie.

Unsupported Claim: Here your argumentation 
is vulnerable

Try to use an fact or an example to give a 
premise for the claim.

A guideline on how to do that can be found 
here. 

Your personal Learning Argumentation Dashboard
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Our algorithms found the following feedback (to know how, click here)
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Details
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Details

Details

Your argumentation improved by 5% compared to the last exercise. Your statements are more 
confident and less vulnerable. See past learning results and details

Novice
Advanced 
Beginner Competent Proficient Expert

Lorem Ipsum

"Neque porro quisquam est qui dolorem ipsum quia dolor sit amet, consectetur, 
adipisci velit..."

"There is no one who loves pain itself, who seeks after it and wants to have it, simply 
because it is pain..."

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Sed eros magna, tincidunt 
eget imperdiet at, semper non libero. Nulla egestas, tellus vel mattis ultrices, arcu 
ante accumsan leo, at facilisis tellus erat quis lorem. Maecenas et tortor id orci
fringilla congue. Proin quis diam nec urna sagittis fermentum. Nam magna quam, 
vestibulum nec vehicula at, vulputate porta neque. Mauris nec faucibus tortor. Sed
vel congue dui. Maecenas suscipit mi ac mollis pellentesque. Duis venenatis
pharetra lacus, a vehicula mi luctus ut.

Ut sit amet sollicitudin sapien. Vestibulum pulvinar suscipit purus, et condimentum 
ante ullamcorper a. Vivamus eget sodales felis, eget tincidunt massa. Duis aliquet 
ipsum id sem tincidunt, nec vulputate enim feugiat. Ut efficitur sit amet lectus et 
dignissim. In sagittis mi id justo dictum, eu euismod ipsum mollis. Pellentesque 
habitant morbi tristique senectus et netus et malesuada fames ac turpis egestas. 
Proin at lacus eu augue faucibus hendrerit non ullamcorper purus. Nam et mauris 
condimentum, facilisis velit sit amet, blandit lorem.

Donec eu dictum risus, imperdiet interdum ante. Morbi tincidunt auctor nisl quis
efficitur. Vestibulum viverra odio vel dignissim viverra. Ut mollis euismod justo, ut
bibendum nibh iaculis nec. Mauris eget porta elit, in placerat lacus. Curabitur 
sollicitudin, ipsum at auctor tempor, libero odio pretium augue, in ultrices felis justo 
ut sapien. Pellentesque vulputate tellus erat, convallis finibus lectus pellentesque
eget. Aenean at dictum tortor, nec fringilla diam. Duis bibendum eget augue eget
luctus. Mauris massa leo, efficitur vitae nisl non, dignissim faucibus nisl. In hac
habitasse platea dictumst. Praesent ac efficitur eros. Cras aliquet, lectus at dapibus
tempus, enim lacus imperdiet justo, sed placerat neque mi in magna. Vestibulum 
vestibulum tempus lectus id convallis. Maecenas at quam at turpis euismod facilisis
at egestas nisl. Ut scelerisque metus vitae mattis molestie.
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instantiation example of our design principles, we designed an initial version to give guidance and 
illustration for scientists and practitioners. Figure 3 shows the prototype and how the different DPs are 
aimed to be fulfilled.  

Conclusion and Expected Contributions  
In this paper, we provide the first steps of designing an IT-tool to help students learn how to argue. The 
training of this skill is especially important because it contributes significantly to communication, 
collaboration and problem-solving, which are higher order thinking skills that become more import to solve 
future challenges. However, educational organizations face difficulties in providing the boundary 
conditions necessary to develop this skill, due to increasing student numbers paired with financial 
constraints. Hence, we discussed four literature issues and seven user stories on how to design an 
argumentation learning tool and presented four preliminary MRs and six URs from nine interviews as well 
as six DPs that address them. We presented an initial version as an instantiation of these design principles. 
Next, we will evaluate this version in a formative and artificial setting (Venable et al. 2016), revise the design 
principles and analyze the impact of the instantiated learning tool on students’ learning performance in a 
large-scale lecture experiment. We aim to use methods from natural language processing and machine 
learning (e.g., argumentation mining) to give instant and individual feedback to students. We expect our 
overall research project to contribute with a nascent design theory (Gregor and Hevner 2013) to the artefact 
class of IT learning tools for meta cognition skills. In terms of DSR, our research can be classified as an 
improvement, according to the DSR contribution framework by Gregor and Hevner 2013, since we address 
a known problem with a new solution. 
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